Evidence that somatic afferents distribute to the"motor cortex"as well as the"sensory"cortex has been demonstrated by the evoked potential method both in the monkey25, 45) ,and in the cat27,32).This afferent projection has been related to the motor activity by ADRIAN and MORUZZI1)who found that the pyramidal tract discharge was activated by peripheral sensory stimulation. Recently,cortical efferent neurons identified by antidromic pyramidal stimulation(PT-cells)were found to be activated by cutaneous nerve stimulation2,21,34). Subsequently,BROOKS et al.5,6)activated PT-cells in the motor cortex by natural stimulation and plotted their receptive fields.These investigations indicated a kind of reflex activation of pyramidal neurons by somatic afferents. However,none of these experiments related the sensory activation of cortical neurons to patterns of movement.The present investigation is an attempt to correlate the sensory excitation of cortical neurons to the localized movements elicited by their discharges.This correlation has been made possible through the use of microelectrodes both for recording and stimulation in freely moving animals.In a previous investigation,focal depth stimulation of the motor cortex with microelectrodes was found to produce localized faciliation of the spinal monosynaptic reflex in anesthetized cats,and the functional organization of the efferent system was studied".The same kind of stimulation might be expected to evoke localized movement in freely moving animals.It is now also possible to record single-unit activity in unrestrained animals by means of an implanted micromanipulator and tungsten microelectrode10,14,18).In the present experiments,we performed single-unit recording in the motor cortex and elicited movement by microstimulation with the same electrode in unanesthetized,unrestrained cats.By means of this method ,some close relationships were found between the peripheral receptive fields of cortical neurons of the primary motor area and the movements elicited by focal stimulation .This correlation suggests a different functional significance for the afferent projection to the"motor"cortex in contrast to that of the"sensory"cortex . 
METHODS

RESULTS
1.Responses of motor cortex neurons to sensory stimulation.In unanesthetized,unrestrained cats,neurons of the motor cortex(pericruciate gyrus anterior to the postcruciate dimple)could often be driven distinctly by physiological stimulation delivered to the peripheral skin and deep tissues,as previously reported in immobilized(but unanesthetized)cats5,6),and cats anesthetized with chloralose26).Some of the neurons,however,were only"spontaneously" active and not driven by sensory stimulation.Neurons were classified into 5 subgroups of modality according to the the type of stimuli required for eliciting stable discharges(see methods).Detailed analysis of receptor type or discharge pattern was not performed in the present experiments,as our main purpose was to determine somatotopic features.A few examples of response pattern of these neurons are illustrated in FIG.1.The most common variety of neuron was that which responded to light pressure applied on the hairy skin (FIG. 1A) .Out of 96 units studied in detail ,60 units were found to respond to this stimulus.These are usually not sensitive to movement of hair by light puffs of air,although 2 units were found to be sensitive to hair movement .This proportion was in contrast to the population of neurons in the sensory area, in which hair bending units are known to be far more numerous than pressure units6, 26, 28) .The next group consisted of units which responded to joint movement (FIG.1B) ; 24 out of 96 belonged to this category;11 were excited from the elbow,9 from the paw(wrist and digits) ,4 from the shoulder.We also recorded 7 units which were driven by squeezing the limb and 3 units responding only to a pin prick (FIG.1C) .The response to pin prick stimuli could be distinguished from that following light pressure because the behavioral response of the animal indicated that the stimulus was probably noxious or painful.The receptive fields of these neurons were usually localized to a particular part of the contralateral extremity.However,receptive fields were larger and less distinctly demarcated than those in the primary sensory area. Responses of some units were quite variable in the course of repetition of stimuli,depending particularly on the alertness of the animal. Neurons which were spontaneously active but not driven by somatic sensory stimulation were particularly numerous in the anterior part of the motor cortex,in which visual and auditory responses have been reported in the cat under chloralose anesthesia7,38),but a consistent response to strobo-flash or click stimuli was not obtained.We also found some spontaneously active units whose discharges occurred during limb movement,as described for PTcells of the unanesthetized monkey11).However,detailed analysis is necessary in order to determine the mode of activation of these neurons.Therefore, only those neurons with relatively stable receptive fields were selected for study in the present experiments. surface and extended into the white matter.Evoked movement was confined to elbow flexion along most of the penetration within gray matter,although wrist extension was combined near the surface.Track 2 was oblique to the radial fibers producing three different combinations of movements .There was a general tendency that in penetrations parallel to the radial fibers,the site and pattern of movement were restricted over a longer range than in oblique tracks (FIG.3  track 1,FIG.5  track 3) ,and a sharp change of pattern was more prominent in oblique penetrations (FIG.3 track 2,FIG.5 track 1) ,as might be expected from the vertical columnar organization in the efferent system of the motor cortex3).In a series of 26 sequential measurement of threshold for movement,movement was confined to a specific locus and direction in a considerable extent of electrode excursion(usually more than 0 .5 mm)and over a considerable range of stimulus intensity(usually more than two times threshold),if the electrode was in the gray matter.Thus the approximate boundary of each focal region could be detected readily by microstimulation. (TABLE  la) were related to receptive fields localized in the paw (FIG.2,FIG.4-C) .The receptive fields of light pressure units in this group were confined to some part of the paw, but never involved the whole surface of the paw.b)The'complex'movements of wrist and digits combined with forearm and shoulder (TABLE  lb) were also related to receptive fields localized on the paw (FIG.2) ,but sometimes,the receptive forearm with or without shoulder and back movements (TABLE  lc) were cor- (FIG.4-A movements and receptive fields in the same focal region were found closely located in the contralateral forelimb(or hindlimb).Receptive fields of skin were usually related to movements in the muscles proximal to the fields. There was a tendency for wide receptive fields to be related to movement in more proximal muscles.The receptive field for joint units were usually related to the movement in the same joint with or without combination of nearby joints.The correlation of the somatotopy of movements and receptive fields is summarized in TABLE 2.
Relationship between sensory input and motor output in focal regions
An aversive direction of movement with respect to the site of the receptive field was often found in zones containing light pressure unit.Out of 37 light pressure units listed in TABLE 1,29 were related to movements which drew the limb away from the receptive field,(i.e.in a direction to avoid the stimulus),including 5 precisely oriented examples.Movement toward the receptive field was found for eight recording-stimulation sites.Therefore, movements were predominantly oriented to avoid the contacting object ,although precise orientation is difficult to analyze because of the considerable divergence of the receptive fields among units in the same focal region .
5.Difference between the motor and sensory areas.In order to compare the organization of the'motor'area with that of'sensory'area,several penetrations were made both anterior and posterior to the postcruciate dimple in the same cat (FIG.5) .Each unit recorded along penetrations in the'sensory' area was activated stably by sensory stimulation,and the receptive field was well demarcated.Units of the same submodality and adjacent receptive fields were grouped together (FIG.5 track 2 and 5)as found in anesthetized animals") .
On the other hand,no movement was elicited with maximal stimulus applicable with the microelectrode(up to 100 microamp),throughout the penetration (FIG.5) .Microstimulation of primary sensory areas was also performed in three other cats,but movement was not evoked in any case .When the electrode penetrated near the dimple,the threshold of movement was unusually high compared to the other part of the'motor'cortex(FIG .5 track 4) .Thus, it became evident that the threshold for movement was distinctly different between'motor'and'sensory'areas divided by the postcruciate dimple ,although it has been reported that some movements were elicited with surface electrode stimulation in the'sensory'area22,23).By contrast,the response to sensory stimulation was usually more difficult to detect in units recorded in the'motor'cortex,and their responses were less stable.Sometimes only one or two units were activated by sensory stimulation in a given focal region of movement and all others only spontaneously active.It may also be noted here that units of different modalities were recorded side-by-side in the same groups of neurons in the'motor'cortex (FIG.5  track 1 projection to the motor cortex provides for a mechanism of finely localized sensory control of cortical motor activity.This control mechanism seems to be suitable for skilled movement,a function which has been attributed to the motor cortex33),on the basis of ablation experiments35,39).It is plausible that the topographically localized connection of afferent and efferent is primarily concerned with some kind of reflex movement in which the motor cortex participates.And the motor disturbance caused by ablation of the pericruciate cortex,revealed in the defect of tactile placing reaction4),may probably be attributable to the lack of this reflex mechanism.The principle of topographic relationship in the cortex is different from the finding in decerebrate animals, in which the stimulus in the skin over a muscle was facilitatory to the motoneurons of the same muscle,while a skin stimulus over its antagonists was inhibitory12).The receptive fields of cortical neurons were usually localized in the moving parts which are situated distal to the muscles concerned.
3. Efferent and afferent pathways.The most probable efferent pathway for the movement elicited by focal stimulation of the motor cortex was the pyramidal tract,because of the reasonably short latency of movement and the discretely localized pattern.The low threshold spinal cord efferent responses to focal stimulation of the motor cortex was found to be abolished by pyramidal lesions3).A ma jor afferent pathway to the motor cortex has been established anatomically to be the cerebello-thalamocortical projection").However,this is not the main pathway of cutaneous and deep sensory information. On the other hand,recent electrophysiological investigations also indicate two discrete and separate projections of cutaneous afferents to the motor cortex and sensory cortex respectively27,32).OSCARSSON and ROSEN 32)demonstrated that both dorsal funiculi(DF)and spinocervical tract(SCT)project to both areas,but that the latter is dominant in the motor cortex.These pathways are probably concerned with the topographically localized projection of somatic afferents to the motor cortex mentioned above.
4. The difference between the motor and sensory areas.It has been noted by many authors30,37,42)that areas of cerebral cortex other than the primary motor area may be concerned with motor activity.In addition,it has been emphasized that the motor cortex is likely to have some kind of sensory function,because it receives a discrete projection of somatic afferents42).Hence the somatic area has been described as a whole"sensori-motor"cortex38). However,these ideas have been tinged with an ambiguity as to the difference in functional role of the afferent projection in the motor vs.the sensory areas, and with the difficulty of finding a distinct boundary of the motor area by means of surface stimulation23)especially in chronic animals22).The use of microstimulation in the present study revealed a distinct boundary of motor representation at the postcruciate dimple (FIG.5) ,in good agreement with the recent anatomical findings that the corticofugal fibers originating in the motor area terminate in motor nuclei,while those from the sensory area terminate in sensory nuclei20,32).This landmark had already been established as the border of motor and sensory areas on histological grounds8,13)and as the anterior border of the specific sensory area by physiological analysis28)a finding further supported by comparative studies in the racoon and other animals41,43). In the present experiments,the sensory projection to the motor cortex was found to be closely correlated to movement,suggesting its different functional significance from that of the sensory area.The present results indicate a specificity of function of the motor cortex rather than an overlap or combination of sensory and motor functions in the somatic areas.
